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Key Points:27

 Shocklets and SLAMS can form in the steady-state foreshock of Venus despite the28

magnetosphere being 1{10th the size of Earths.29

 The Venusian Shocklets and SLAMS had comparable magnetic signatures to those30

reported near Earth, but may be rarer.31

 Analysis of the solar wind at 0.72AU suggests Shocklets and SLAMS occur dur-32

ing high Alfvén mach-numbers with a lower limit on occurrence rate of Á 14%.33
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Abstract34

Shocklets and Short Large-Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) are steepened mag-35

netic fluctuations commonly found in Earth’s upstream foreshock. Here we present Venus36

Express observations from the 26th of February 2009 establishing their existence in the37

steady-state foreshock of Venus, building on a past study which found SLAMS during38

a substantial disturbance of the induced magnetosphere. The Venusian structures were39

comparable to those reported near Earth. The 2 Shocklets had magnetic compression40

ratios of 1.23 and 1.34 with linear polarization in the spacecraft frame. The 3 SLAMS41

had ratios between 3.22 and 4.03, two of which with elliptical polarization in the space-42

craft frame. Statistical analysis suggests SLAMS coincide with unusually high solar wind43

Alfvén mach-number at Venus (12.5, this event). Thus, while we establish Shocklets and44

SLAMS can form in the stable Venusian foreshock, they may be rarer than at Earth. We45

estimate a lower limit of their occurrence rate of Á 14%.46

Plain Language Summary47

We discover that Venus, like Earth, also has magnetic structures called Shocklets and48

SLAMS in its foreshock region, which is the area upstream of the planet where the in-49

terplanetary magnetic field is connected to its bow shock. Shocklets and SLAMS are com-50

mon in the foreshock of Earth. However, Shocklets have not been observed at Venus be-51

fore, and SLAMS have only been seen once, and then only during a large disturbance52

of the space near Venus. Thus it is unknown if SLAMS and Shocklets can form in the53

foreshock of a planet as close to its star as Venus. We used observations from the Eu-54

ropean Space Agency’s Venus Express orbiter (2006-2014) to identify these structures55

in the Venusian foreshock. The structures were found to be present during periods of high56

solar wind activity, and a lower limit on how often they occur is at least 14% of the time.57

These findings provide new insights into the space environment around Venus and may58

help us understand the differences in the space environments of different planets.59

1 Introduction60

1.1 The field of ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves upstream of Venus61

A foreshock is the region that forms upstream of any planetary supersonic bow shock62

where the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is magnetically connected to the bow shock,63

i.e. parallel to the shock normal (θB.n̂   45�) (Eastwood, Lucek, et al., 2005). Under64

these conditions, and as long as the Alfvén Mach number exceeds � 4 (Thomsen et al.,65

1993), ions reflected at the bow shock can escape back upstream. The resulting ion beam66

instabilities generate a field of ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves which pervade the fore-67

shock region (Fairfield, 1969; Scarf et al., 1970). They are often referred to as “30s waves”68

(Eastwood, Balogh, et al., 2005) due to their typical period at Earth (in the spacecraft69

frame), which comes from the strength and cone angle of the interplanetary magnetic70

field (Takahashi et al., 1984). A similar field of 30s ULF waves was discovered upstream71

of Venus by Greenstadt et al. (1987). They found the general morphology of the Venu-72

sian foreshock ULF wave field is similar to that at Earth despite the vastly different scale73

sizes of the planetary bow shocks. Statistical analysis by Shan et al. (2018) revealed their74

mean frequency to be 20 to 30s in the spacecraft frame (similar to Earth), 2 to 3 times75

the local proton cyclotron period. As at Earth, foreshock ULF waves originate in the quasi-76

parallel region of the Venusian foreshock (Omidi et al., 2017).77

ULF waves attempt to propagate upstream from the planet they are generated near but78

are blown back towards the bow shock by the solar wind. As they move deeper into the79

foreshock, they encounter higher levels of superthermal ion density. These ions modify80

the refractive index of the medium, causing the transverse modes to become compres-81

sive, leading to the waves steepening (L. B. Wilson III et al., 2009; Tsubouchi & Lembège,82
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2004; Tsurutani et al., 1987). The waves become more oblique and compressive as they83

penetrate deeper into the foreshock. Two foreshock phenomena which can result from84

this steepening of ULF waves are (1) Shocklets (Hoppe & Russell, 1981) and (2) Short85

large-amplitude magnetic structures (SLAMS) (Schwartz, 1991; Chen et al., 2021).86

1.2 Shocklets87

1.2.1 Characteristics of Shocklets88

As ULF waves are advected towards the bow shock, they can quickly grow to nonlinear89

amplitudes (Dorfman et al., 2017), undergoing steepening into “Shocklets”. Shocklets90

are magnetosonic magnetic structures with the following characteristics; (1) Magnetic91

compression ratio pdB{B0q between 1 and 2 (L. B. Wilson et al., 2013); (2) Have a steep-92

ened upstream edge giving a “saw tooth” profile (Bertucci et al., 2007); (3) typically dis-93

play linear polarization (Hoppe & Russell, 1981); and (4) dispersively radiate higher fre-94

quency electromagnetic whistler precursor waves as they steepen (L. B. Wilson et al.,95

2013).96

1.2.2 Where have Shocklets been observed previously?97

Shocklets were first reported at Earth by Hoppe and Russell (1981) and have since been98

observed at other magnetospheres including upstream of Jupiter (Tsurutani et al., 1993)99

and Saturn (Bertucci et al., 2007; Andrés et al., 2013). However, no Shocklets have been100

previously reported at Venus despite extensive exploration of the Venusian ULF wave101

field by NASA’s Pioneer Venus Orbiter (1978-1992) and ESA’s Venus Express orbiter102

(2006-2014).103

1.3 Short Large-Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS)104

1.3.1 Characteristics of SLAMS105

Another non-linear magnetosonic structure that can evolve from the ULF wave field are106

Short Large-Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) (Schwartz, 1991). SLAMS are char-107

acterized at Earth by (1) Magnetic compression ratio pdB{B0q of at least twice the back-108

ground field (and sometimes being as high as dB{B0 � 5) (Schwartz, 1991; Schwartz109

et al., 1992; L. B. Wilson et al., 2013); (2) Brief (5�20s) monolithic spikes in magnetic110

field magnitude p|B|q; (3) Elliptical polarization in the plasma frame (but can be observed111

as linear polarized in the spacecraft frame) (Schwartz, 1991; Tsurutani et al., 1993; Schwartz112

et al., 1992; Dubouloz & Scholer, 1993).113

1.3.2 Where have SLAMS been observed previously?114

The first extraterrestrial report of “steepened magnetosonic waves” consistent with SLAMS115

was made by Tsurutani et al. (1987), who used data from the International Comet Ex-116

plorer spacecraft during its intercept with Comet Giacobini-Zinner at a distance from117

the Sun of 1.72AU. SLAMS-like structures have subsequently been reported at, Mars (Halekas118

et al., 2017; Fowler et al., 2018; Collinson et al., 2018; Shuvalov & Grigorenko, 2023) (�1.52119

AU), Jupiter (Tsurutani et al., 1993) (�5.2 AU), and Saturn (Bebesi et al., 2019) (�9.54120

AU).121

To date, the only report of SLAMS forming sunward of Earth is by Collinson, Wilson,122

et al. (2012), who presented a case study of 3 SLAMS upstream of the bow shock of Venus123

(0.72 AU). However, these were associated with a transient event in the foreshock driven124

by a discontinuity in the interplanetary magnetic field (possibly a Hot Flow Anomaly125

(Collinson, Sibeck, et al., 2014) or similar). This foreshock transient substantially per-126

turbed the Venusian induced magnetosphere, driving the bow shock outwards from its127
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typical location by � 3000km. Thus, SLAMS have only been reported at Venus dur-128

ing a substantial disturbance of the foreshock and induced magnetosphere. It is unclear129

if they can exist in the steady-state foreshock of Venus, e.g. when the solar wind, inter-130

planetary magnetic field, and magnetosphere are quiescent.131

1.4 Objectives and overview of this paper132

The dearth of observations of Shocklets and SLAMS in the steady-state foreshock of Venus133

calls into question whether they can form at such small magnetospheres under quiescent134

upstream conditions. Given that at Venus the bow shock is an order of magnitude smaller135

than at Earth it is not obvious whether ULF waves will have sufficient time and space136

to grow nonlinear and steepen into Shocklets and SLAMS. Thus, understanding under137

what conditions the Venusian foreshock can intrinsically generate such structures would138

be important for our understanding how stellar winds interact with small bow shocks,139

such as those found at planets and moons with induced magnetospheres (e.g. Venus, Mars,140

Titan), Comets, and worlds with weak magnetic dipoles (e.g. Mercury).141

Here we present a case study of in-situ observations by ESA’s Venus Express orbiter from142

the 26th of February 2009, demonstrating the existence of both Shocklets and SLAMS143

in the steady-state foreshock and ULF wave field of Venus. We use data from the Venus144

Express Magnetometer (Zhang et al., 2006) and Analyzer for Space Plasmas and Ener-145

getic Atoms (ASPERA-4) Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA) (Barabash et al., 2007) and Elec-146

tron Spectrometer (ELS) (Collinson et al., 2009).147

Our paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief review of the induced mag-148

netosphere and foreshock of Venus. In Section 3 we describe the Venus Express instru-149

ments used in this study. In Section 4 we describe orbit �1043 and give an overview of150

what conditions were like in the quasi-parallel magnetosheath and foreshock. In Section151

5 we describe our analysis of the 5 events (3 SLAMS and 2 Shocklet candidates). In sec-152

tion 6 we describe statistical analysis of solar wind measurements by Venus Express, find-153

ing that SLAMS and Shocklets may not be common at Venus. Finally in Section 7 we154

summarize our findings and conclusions.155

2 The Venusian induced magnetosphere and foreshock156

Without an intrinsic magnetic dipole (Smith et al., 1965a) the obstacle to the solar wind157

at Venus is its dense and conductive ionosphere. The advection of the interplanetary mag-158

netic field induces electrical currents within the ionosphere. These currents generate a159

global system of weak and overlapping induced magnetic fields (Dubinin et al., 2013).160

The resulting induced magnetosphere is far weaker than at Earth and roughly an order161

of magnitude smaller (Luhmann, 1990; Bertucci et al., 2011; Futaana et al., 2017). The162

Venusian bow shock stands off only � 1.4 Venus Radii pRV q upstream from the center163

of the planet (Slavin et al., 1980) (Figure 1G), as compared to � 15RE at Earth (Fairfield,164

1971). Behind the Venusian bow shock is the Magnetosheath (sometimes called the Ionosheath),165

a region of shock-heated solar wind. For more information on the structure of the Venu-166

sian magnetosphere (which has been recently revised in light of new data from Parker167

Solar Probe), see Collinson, Ramstad, et al. (2022).168

The Venusian foreshock can extend for several RV upstream of the planet, especially when169

the interplanetary magnetic field is aligned with the Venus-Sun axis (Luhmann et al.,170

1986; Omidi et al., 2017; Collinson et al., 2020). Our current understanding is that the171

Venusian foreshock is similar to Earth’s, albeit in miniature, containing the same tran-172

sient phenomena, including ULF Waves (Greenstadt et al., 1987; Dubinin & Fraenz, 2016;173

Fränz et al., 2017), Foreshock Whistler “1 Hz” waves (Orlowski et al., 1990; Collinson174

et al., 2015), Hot Flow Anomalies (Collinson, Sibeck, et al., 2012, 2014), Spontaneous175

Hot Flow Anomalies (Collinson et al., 2017), Foreshock Bubbles (Omidi et al., 2020), Fore-176
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shock Cavities (Collinson et al., 2020), and now SLAMS and Shocklets (This Study). Venus177

has an additional source of upstream waves, which can arise from the pickup of ions from178

the exosphere which at Venus extends into the solar wind (Delva et al., 2015).179

3 Venus Express Instrumentation180

The primary instrument used in this study is the Venus Express magnetometer (MAG)181

(Zhang et al., 2006), which measured 3D ambient magnetic fields at cadences of up to182

128Hz. In this study, standard survey data (4s) as well as high-resolution (32 Hz) data183

is used. This study is supported by measurements of electrons and ions by the Analyzer184

for Space Plasmas and Energetic Atoms (ASPERA-4) (Barabash et al., 2007; Collinson185

et al., 2009). ASPERA-ELS measured the energy spectra of electrons between 1eV and186

21keV at a cadence of either 1s or 4s. This study also uses solar wind measurements by187

the ASPERA-4 Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA) instrument, which measured the velocity dis-188

tributions of ions between 12eV and 30keV. ASPERA-IMA had a broad 3D field of view189

p90��360�q, and the ability to separate ions by mass group (H�, He�,“Heavy ions”).190

However, ASPERA-IMA had a very slow (192 s) measurement cadence, and as will be191

shown in Section 6, tended to under-estimate solar-wind densities due to its 7%∆E{E192

energy bandpass.193

4 Venus Express explores the Venusian Foreshock on 26 February 2009194

Figure 1G shows a map of Venus Express orbit �1043, occuring on the 26th of Febru-195

ary 2009. Figures 1A-F show in-situ measurements from this orbit. Two time periods196

are shown. Figures 1A-C shows an overview of the entire encounter with the foreshock197

so that the events described in this paper can be put into context. Figures 1D-F shows198

a close up of 2 min 30 s of data containing Shocklets and SLAMS where we shall focus199

our analysis. Figures 1A,D show color coded timelines of each of these two periods. Mag-200

netometer (Mag) data (Fig. 1B,E) are presented in the Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) co-201

ordinate system, where x points towards the sun, y points back along the orbital path202

of the planet perpendicular to the Venus-Sun line opposite to the planet’s velocity vec-203

tor, and z points out of the plane of the ecliptic completing the right-hand set. The an-204

gle between the magnetic field and bow-shock normal (θB.n̂, Figure 1B,E) was calculated205

by propagating the IMF field line direction at the location of Venus Express until it in-206

tersects the Slavin et al. (1980) bow shock model. The Magnetic compression ratio pdB{B0q207

was calculated by subtracting the 32Hz data from the time-averaged 1/4Hz data pB0q.208

Data from the foreshock encounter (Fig. 1A-C) reveal there was no clear boundary de-209

lineation between the magnetosheath (maroon) and foreshock (dark blue). Large am-210

plitude waves were observed throughout the period (Fig 1B). These waves were of ap-211

proximately the same amplitude (30-40 nT) until � 06:41, after which they generally tended212

to reduce in amplitude with increasing distance from the planet. We thus estimate 06:41213

GMT as an approximate transition between being more in the sheath to being more in214

the foreshock, based also on a change in energy spectra from ASPERA-4 ELS (Fig 1C).215

These data are very consistent with the complex field of steepened magnetosonic waves216

expected in the quasi-parallel sheath and foreshock (Luhmann et al., 1987; Shan et al.,217

2014; Collinson et al., 2020). Thus, we conclude Venus Express transitioned between quasi-218

parallel magnetosheath to foreshock sometime after 06:41 GMT on the 26 of February219

2009, and was thus in the right place to search for SLAMS and Shocklets.220

5 SLAMS and Shocklets at Venus221

For the remainder of this paper we shall focus on magnetic fluctuations observed between222

06:44:00 and 06:46:30 GMT (light blue on Fig 1A timeline); 3 SLAMS (orange stars, Event223

�1, �2, �3); 2 Shocklets (Gold Circle, Event �5, �6); and 2 non-steepened ULF waves224
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Figure 1. Venus Express field and particle observations from orbit �1043, 26th of February

2009. Panels A-C show data from the period 06:35 to 06:50, the time interval marked “En-

counter” in Fig. 1G, covering the transition from magnetosheath to foreshock. Panels D-F show

a zoom-in of the region of interest (06:44:00 to 06:46:30) where 3 SLAMS and 2 Shocklets can-

didates were encountered. Panels A&D show a color-coded timeline. Panels B&E show magne-

tometer (MAG) data at 32 Hz (black) and 1/4 Hz (red) cadence. From top to bottom; magnetic

field magnitude p|B|q in nT; Vector (Bx, By, Bz, in VSO coordinates) in nT; the angle between

the magnetic field and bow-shock normal (θB.n̂); and the compression ratio of the magnetic field

pdB{B0q. Panels C&F show data from ASPERA-ELS, with time/energy spectrograms on top and

the total measured superthermal Differential Energy Flux (DEF) below. Panel G shows a map of

Venus Express orbit �1043 through the induced magnetosphere of Venus in units of Venus Radii

pRV � 6051.8kmq.
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Event Classification Start Duration dB{B0 Polarization θk̂xb̂y
λmid

λmin

λmax

λmid

� (GMT) (s) (S/C frame)

1 SLAMS 06:44:07 3.5 s 3.22 Linear 64.91� 3.82 13.21
2 SLAMS 06:44:38 2.0 s 4.03 Elliptical 89.27� 352.38 1.84
3 SLAMS 06:44:52 6.2 s 3.59 Elliptical 58.60� 95.23 3.17
5 Shocklet 06:45:40 8.4 s 1.23 Linear 78.71� 12.20 18.93
6 Shocklet 06:46:05 3.5 s 1.34 Linear 77.07� 9.14 7.88

Table 1. Table showing properties of the 5 steepened magnetosonic structures show in Fig.

Duration was calculated by eye from the apparent start and stop time of the magnetic signature.

Polarization was determined by eye from the hodogram in Fig. 2.

(Purple Circle, Event �4, �7) for comparison. These events were classified according225

to their compression ratios pδB{B0q.226

5.1 Magnetometer227

5.1.1 Overview of observations228

A time-series of Magnetometer data are shown in Fig. 1B,E at two cadences; at 32 Hz229

(black) to better resolve the details of the magnetic perturbations; and at 1{4 Hz (bright230

red) to more clearly see the general trends in the background field. The first three events231

(�1, �2, �3) are highly compressive, all with dB{B0 ¡ 3, consistent with SLAMS.232

The compression ratio of event �2 was greater than the maximum factor of four for sim-233

ple compression (Gurnett & Bhattacharjee, 2005), also highly indicative of SLAMS (Schwartz234

et al., 1992).235

The latter two events (�5 and �6) were less steep, with compression ratios between 1  236

dB{B0 ¤ 2, consistent with Shocklets. These two steepened waves were observed be-237

tween two ULF waves (�4, 7). Given all four were observed at a regular cadence of 20�238

3s consistent with the period expected from the Venusian wave field (Shan et al., 2018),239

this suggests that the events �5 and �6 grew as a direct result of the steepening of “30240

s” ULF waves, as expected for Shocklets.241

5.1.2 Minimum variance analysis of Venusian SLAMS and Shocklets242

Following L. B. Wilson III et al. (2009) we performed minimum variance analysis (MVA)243

(Sönnerup & Scheible, 1998) on each of the 3 SLAMS and 2 Shocklets using frequency244

filters to determine the characteristics of each magnetic structure. Figure 2 shows a close-245

up of magnetometer data from each of the events. The top panel shows calibrated mag-246

netometer data at 32 Hz in VSO coordinates (black, as per Fig. 1B&E). The bright red247

line shows these data with a 0.004Ñ 0.5Hz filter applied. The lower panels of Fig. 2248

show hodograms of these filtered subintervals of data after MVA. Table 1 accompanies249

Fig. 2, showing the collected properties of each of the events, including the results of MVA250

analysis.251

SLAMS: The top three panels (A,B,C) of Fig. 2 show close-ups of the three SLAMS252

candidates. The mean compression ratio of the SLAMS (dB{B0) was 3.7 times the back-253

ground field, and they had periods between � 2Ñ 6 s. The first SLAMS (Event �1)254

was linearly polarized in the spacecraft frame. The second and third SLAMS candidates255

(Event �2 and �3) were elliptically polarized in the spacecraft frame, consistent with256

previous observations of SLAMS (Dubouloz & Scholer, 1993; Mann et al., 1994). With257

only a single spacecraft we cannot determine the propagation direction. Of the three SLAMS258
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candidates, event �2 exhibited the most circular polarization with MVA eigenvalues λmid{λmin259

= 352 and λmax{λmid = 1.8. Most of the five events are associated with a train of whistler260

waves, consistent with either SLAMS or Shockets which act as a localized miniature bow261

shock. Of the SLAMS candidates, Event �3 shows the best example of a classical wave262

train of precursor whistlers on the upstream side, consistent with previous observations263

of SLAMS at Earth (L. B. Wilson et al., 2013) and Saturn (Bebesi et al., 2019). Our MVA264

analysis shows the three SLAMS candidates had an average angle between wave vector265

and the magnetic field of θk̂xb̂y � 71�. These structures are thus compressive and obliquely266

propagating to the ambient magnetic field consistent with previous observations of SLAMS267

at Earth (Mann et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2021).268

Shocklets: The bottom two panels (D,E) of Fig. 2 show close-ups of the two Shock-269

lets candidates. Both have the classical asymmetrical “saw-tooth” profile of a Shocklet,270

with a steeper edge on the upstream (trailing) side (Hoppe & Russell, 1981). The mean271

compression ratio was 1.29, and both were linearly polarized, also consistent with what272

is expected of Shocklets (L. B. Wilson et al., 2013). The two Shocklets had a similar θk̂xb̂y273

of � 78�, which, again, is highly consistent with a fast magnetospheric mode structure274

such as a Shocklet.275

5.2 Observations of associated plasma perturbations by the Electron Spec-276

trometer (ASPERA-4 ELS)277

A feature of compressive magnetosonic structures such as SLAMS and Shocklets is that278

they act like a local quasi perpendicular shock, locally perturbing the solar wind, and279

increasing both |B| and plasma density (Dubouloz & Scholer, 1993; Mann et al., 1994;280

Behlke et al., 2003; Collinson et al., 2018). However, the previous study of SLAMS at281

Venus by Collinson, Wilson, et al. (2012) were unable to examine the the plasma per-282

turbations anticipated from SLAMS. Figures 1C&F show measurements of superther-283

mal electron flux from ASPERA-4 ELS, with a time/energy spectrogram on top and line-284

plot of total integrated superthermal electron flux at the bottom. Electron flux remained285

fairly constant during the two ULF waves (event �4 and �7). However electron flux was286

enhanced in phase with |B| at all 3 SLAMS and both Shocklets, consistent with such287

steepened magnetosonic structures.288

6 How common are SLAMS and Shocklets at Venus?289

SLAMS have now been reported at Venus on two days: 11 April 2009 (Collinson, Wil-290

son, et al., 2012) and 26 February 2009 (this study). A thorough statistical determina-291

tion of the occurrence rate would require more than 2 events. However, following Collinson,292

Sibeck, et al. (2014) and Collinson, Fedorov, et al. (2014), we can put a lower limit on293

their occurrence rate through investigation of whether the conditions in the solar wind294

upstream of Venus were unusual on these two days. Specifically, we examine the solar295

wind Alfvén Mach number (MA), which is thought to be a general requirement for SLAMS296

formation at Earth (MA ¥ 4) to reflect ions at the bow shock and set up the ion-ion297

beam instabilities that lead to ULF wave formation (Thomsen et al., 1993) from which298

SLAMS form.299

Figure 3 shows histograms of the upstream conditions at Venus from the entire 2006-2014300

Venus Express mission (black). The data are further divided into two types: “slow” so-301

lar wind (with bulk velocities   500 km s�1) and “fast” solar wind (with bulk veloc-302

ities ¥ 500 km s�1) (Stakhiv et al., 2015; Collinson, Chen, et al., 2022). Using the strength303

of the interplanetary magnetic field (|B|), solar wind mass density (ni, calculated using304

only proton solar wind data from IMA), and velocity (|V |), we can compute the Alfvén305

speed (VA) and the Alfvén Mach Number (MA) according to Equation 1.306
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Figure 3. Histograms of properties of the interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind up-

stream of Venus as measured by Venus Express between 2006-2014. Panel A shows the strength

of the IMF p|B|q from MAG. Panels B and C show solar wind proton density and velocity from

ASPERA-4 IMA. Panels D and E show the Alfvén speed and Alfvén Mach Number (as mea-

sured, MA) computed from these properties. Light yellow shading on each panel shows the

conditions on 26 February 2009 (this study). Modal averages for each parameter are printed top

right of each Panel, and the Mean value for each parameter is printed in the border.
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Before we discuss MA during SLAMS observation, we note that our analysis reveals that307

ASPERA-4 IMA substantially underestimated solar wind ni. As shown in Figure 3B,308

the mean solar wind ni reported by ASPERA-4 IMA at 0.72 AU was 2.2cm�3, and the309

mode was 3.8cm�3, much lower than the expected value of � 12cm�3 (Köhnlein, 1996).310

We posit several potential contributing factors to this: (1) All“top hat” analyzers (such311

as ASPERA-4 IMA) can struggle to accurately measure the absolute densities of quasi-312

monoenergetic plasma beams such as the solar wind. (2) The field of view of ASPERA-313

4 IMA was frequently obscured by a thruster; (3) ASPERA-IMA was designed to mea-314

sure diffuse low energy oxygen ions escaping down the Martian and Venusian magneto-315

tails, and would thus sometimes saturate in the high-flux beam of the solar wind.316

Assuming that the mean density was in reality closer to the expected value of � 12cm�3
317

and that this error is a linear systematic bias, then we can multiply the ni measured by318

ASPERA-4 IMA by � �3.1 to make a rough estimate of the actual density pn�i q. As319

per Equation 1, this suggests ASPERA-4 IMA also underestimated the Alfvén Mach num-320

ber by a factor of � �1.77. However, we caution that given the multiple possible con-321

tributing factors to the underestimation of solar wind density by ASPERA-IMA (par-322

ticularly detector saturation), the true bias is unlikely to be this linear and simple.323

With this caveat, we find that MA was unusually high on 26 February 2009, with a mean324

of 7.10 (measured), in the top 14% of the distribution of all measurements of MA by Venus325

Express (Fig. 3E), and with an actual value possibly closer to M�
A � 12.5. Likewise,326

when we computed MA for 11 April 2009 (e.g. conditions during the Collinson, Wilson,327

et al. (2012) SLAMS case study) we find a similarly high mach number of 7.17, which328

is in the top 12% of the distribution of all measurements of MA by Venus Express (Fig.329

3E), with an estimated actual value of M�
A � 12.7.330

To investigate whether this apparent dependence on SLAMS/Shocklet formation on high331

MA is significant, we ran a one-way analysis of the variance (ANOVA) test on the fol-332

lowing two datasets: (1) Solar wind MA on the two days where SLAMS have so far been333

identified; (2) MA from the entire mission (Fig. 3E). The probability of measuring such334

high MA on both days by random chance (The “P-value”) is 1.2�10�4, i.e., very small.335

We thus show that MA on these two days were statistical outliers at Venus.336

This suggests that solar wind Alfvén mach number is likely important for SLAMS (and337

Shocklet) formation at Venus. This is generally in-line with what is expected from Earth338

where SLAMS and Shocklets tend to be associated with a higher MA (Burgess & Scholer,339

2013). However, these observations may suggest that the MA apparently required for their340

formation at Venus may be exceptionally high for 0.72AU (upper limit of M�
A À 12.5q,341

corresponding to a lower limit on occurrence rate of Á 14% of the time. This strongly342

motivates further statistical analysis to more thoroughly establish their occurrence rate343

at Venus, and their dependence on solar wind Alfvén mach number.344

7 Summary and Discussion345

In this paper we report the first observation of Shocklets at Venus, and demonstrate that346

SLAMS can form in the steady-state quasi-parallel Venusian foreshock, despite the mag-347

netosphere being 1{10th smaller than at Earth. Thus we presume one would need to go348

to an even smaller system to determine the limit in scale-size below which such steep-349

ened foreshock structures do not have sufficient time to form.350

1. Both SLAMS and Shocklet candidates were observed in the quasi-parallel fore-351

shock, the region where they are found at Earth.352
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2. MVA analysis revealed that all candidates propagated obliquely to the ambient353

field with θk̂x.b̂y between 58.6� and 89.27�, consistent with SLAMS and Shocklets354

(Mann et al., 1994).355

3. Two events exhibited the following characteristics consistent with Shocklets.356

(a) They were of classic “sawtooth” appearance with a steeper upstream (trailing)357

edge (Hoppe & Russell, 1981).358

(b) They were found in the field of 30s ULF waves, and appear to have replaced359

two wave crests, suggesting they have steepened directly out of 30s waves.360

(c) Both candidates exhibited compression ratios pdB{B0q of 1.3, consistent with361

Shocklets (higher than 1 but less than 2 (L. B. Wilson et al., 2013)).362

(d) Both candidates were linearly polarized in the spacecraft frame363

4. Three events exhibited the following characteristics consistent with SLAMS.364

(a) Presented as large-amplitude monolithic spikes in |B| that have compression365

ratios pdB{B0q between 3.2ñ 4.0, with an average of 3.7, consistent with ter-366

restrial SLAMS which have dB{B0 ¥ 2 above the background field. (Schwartz367

et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994).368

(b) Two events were elliptically left-hand polarized in the spacecraft frame consis-369

tent with previous observations (Lucek et al., 2004, 2008).370

We additionally demonstrated for the first time plasma perturbations associated with371

Venusian SLAMS and Shocklets. We expect such fast magnetosonic mode structures to372

be highly compressional, and increasing both |B| and plasma density in phase with each373

other. We found electron flux to unambiguously increase with |B|, consistent with what374

is expected during both SLAMS and Shocklets.375

Through statistical analysis of all solar wind measurements by Venus Express we found376

that solar wind Alfvén Mach number (MA) was unusually high both for the SLAMS dis-377

covered in this study and those found by Collinson, Wilson, et al. (2012). Our results378

strongly suggest that high solar wind mach number is a driver of SLAMS formation at379

Venus. More than 2 events are required to establish a true occurence rate. However, if380

we assume that the mach number for this event pM�
A � 12.5q is the lower limit, this381

corresponds to a lower limit on the occurrence rate of Á 14% of the time. As solar wind382

mach number generally increases with distance from the sun, we posit this suggests that383

SLAMS may be more common at foreshocks at greater Heliospheric distances. Conversely,384

SLAMS and Shocklets may be less common the closer a planet orbits a star. However,385

we acknowledge there are significant uncertainties in these numerical estimations, and386

further analysis is needed to more thoroughly establish an occurrence rate.387

Our analysis reveals ASPERA-4 IMA substantially underestimated ion density pniq in388

the solar wind by a factor of � �3.1, and thus future users of this dataset should be cau-389

tious when using the absolute densities it apparently measured, as these may be an un-390

derestimation.391

Steepened foreshock wave structures (similar to SLAMS) have been shown to directly392

impact the upper ionosphere of Mars (Fowler et al., 2018; Collinson et al., 2018), and393

a similar process has been suggested at Venus (Collinson et al., 2020). Thus further ex-394

ploration of the Venusian foreshock is necessary to (1) understand the occurrence rate395

of SLAMS and Shocklets; (2) understand how they perturb space near Venus; and (3)396

how their impact on the ionopause affects the unshielded ionosphere below.397
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